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ABSTRACT
Online deliberation offers a way for citizens to collectively
discuss an issue and provide input for policy makers. The
overall experience of online deliberation can be affected
by multiple factors. We decided to investigate the effects
of moderation and opinion heterogeneity on the perceived
deliberation experience, by running the first online deliberation experiment in Singapore. Our study took place in
three months with three phases. In phase 1, our 2,006 participants answered a survey, that we used to create groups
of different opinion heterogeneity. During the second phase,
510 participants discussed about the population issue on the
online platform we developed. We gathered data on their
online deliberation experience during phase 3. We found
out that higher levels of moderation negatively impact the
experience of deliberation on perceived procedural fairness,
validity claim and policy legitimacy; and that high opinion
heterogeneity is important in order to get a fair assessment
of the deliberation experience.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online deliberation is a young interdisciplinary field that
studies deliberative processes with the use of information
and communication technologies. The deliberation process
may last for days, or even weeks, and involves exchanging
ideas on deliberation platforms. The outcome of the discussion may be used to provide input for policy makers.
Compared to online discussion forums, online deliberation
is more guided to have participants focus on specific and
important topics, with the goal of achieving mutual understanding. One of the key metrics used in deliberation is attitude change [10], i.e. differences in the levels of agreement
to specific topic statements before and after deliberation.
However, few studies [4] have examined participants’ attitudes towards the deliberation experience itself, especially
the legitimacy of this relatively new political practice.
Previous work in the field generally showed positive effects of online deliberation for democracy [15, 24] and was
conducted in mature democracies, e.g. the USA [10], or western European countries [24]. Many factors may impact the
deliberation outcomes, such as the topics of deliberation [28],
the rules governing the deliberation [39], and the participants
of deliberation activities [38].
In this paper, we present the first study conducted in Singapore, dubbed as an "authoritarian democracy" [37], in which
we focus on the effect of moderation and opinion heterogeneity on attitudes towards the deliberation experience.
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Our study that lasted for three months was done in three
steps: (1) pre-deliberation survey, (2) deliberation itself and
(3) post-deliberation survey. Our pre-survey was done with
2,006 Singaporean citizens, representative of the country
population. For the deliberation phase, we developed our
own open-source platform that enables simple discussions
and provides educational material before each round of discussion. A total of 510 participants followed phases 2 and
3.
Our results suggest that both moderation and opinion heterogeneity have an impact on attitudes towards the deliberation experience: (1) Participants who joined low moderation
platforms perceived higher policy legitimacy, and thought
of their discussion partners’ claims as more valid, than those
who joined high moderation platforms. However, moderation made a marginally significant difference in perceived
procedural fairness; (2) Participants who were put in the
group with those mainly agreed with the policy gave higher
scores in perceived procedural fairness than both the group
with those who mainly disagreed with the policy and the
group with those who were mixed in the views. For validity
claims and policy legitimacy, participants who were put in
the group with those mainly disagreed with the policy gave
lower scores than both the group with those who mainly
agreed with the policy and the group with those who were
mixed in their views.
To summarize, the contribution of this paper is three-fold:
• We present an open-source deliberation platform that
we developed,
• We describe the first online deliberation experiment
in Singapore,
• We investigate the effect of moderation and opinion
heterogeneity on attitudes towards the online deliberation experience.
2 RELATED WORK
Our work specifically focuses on policy deliberation, which is
different from other deliberative forum or more casual online
discussions. The goal of the whole experiment is also to
provide citizens a space to discuss social policies, deliberate
and provide input for policy makers. We will first discuss the
impact of moderation and opinion heterogeneity in online
deliberation. Then we will discuss how existing platforms
dealt with both moderation and heterogeneity, and how our
platform builds from these existing efforts.
Moderation in Online Deliberation
Moderation plays an important role in online discussion forums, and has been extensively discussed. Some work, like
Towne and Herbsleb [32], advocate for a minimal amount of
moderation to avoid trolling and flame wars. Hanasono and
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Yang [13] pointed that even on a support group for racially
discriminated people, an undisclosed proportion of messages
were inappropriate or insulting. Binns [1] described moderation as labour intensive and divided moderation to two
different approaches. Pre-moderation, means that comments
need to be validated by a moderator to be published, which
prevents battle between users and moderators. With postmoderation, comments will be first published, then potentially moderated. They also discussed the effect of adding
a "karma" system on the platform, with a karma threshold
required to pass pre-moderation. Lazer et al. [22] discussed
moderators’ strategies during their moderation work, while
Epstein and Leshed [8] highlighted the two main roles of
moderators: (1) managing the stream of comments and (2)
interacting with commenters [6, 23].
The impact of moderation on online discussion forums
has been partially investigated. For example, Meyer and
Carey [25] found that moderation would negatively affect the
number of posts, as people are more likely to react to inappropriate posts, generating more activities and giving users
a sense of virtual community. Other negative effects include
higher level of suspicion towards the deliberation process,
self-censorship from users [36] and even potential exclusion
of traditionally underrepresented populations [33], which
would then hurt the representativeness of online discussion.
Wise et al. [34] conducted the only study so far which included moderation as an independent variable in their design,
with two levels: moderation vs. no moderation. However,
their focus was on the moderation awareness, and how this
awareness could lead to higher intent to participate in the
process.
While these previous works guided decisions on how moderation should be done on our platform, e.g. to include underrepresented groups, none of them investigated the effect
of moderation on participants’ attitudes towards the deliberation experience.
Opinion Heterogeneity in Online Deliberation
Heterogeneity is a double-edge sword for online deliberation. On one hand, it may be perceived as a threat to the
harmony of social relationships, and would overall make
it harder to create political mobilization [27]. On the other
hand, Price et al. [28] saw diverse opinions as benefiting
democracy, because exposure to disagreement contributes to
people’s ability to generate reasons and improves argumentation. Brundidge [2] proposed the inadvertency thesis to
explain how people get exposed to heterogeneous opinions.
Their findings suggest that users tend not to seek out political difference, but rather end up finding it inadvertently.
For example, Zhang and Chang [39] reported that everyday
political talk could be a good opportunity for people to find
political difference. Brundidge [2] also pointed out that the
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frequency of online political discussion is positively related
to the heterogeneity of one’s political discussion network.
There are multiple levels of heterogeneity, depending on
the level of agreement or disagreement to attitude items.
High levels of disagreement or agreement would strongly
affect participants’ evaluations of deliberation processes [31].
This same work also suggests that one’s satisfaction, potential reevaluation of opinion and expected future participation are not affected by low levels of disagreements, but
high levels of disagreements could lower satisfaction and
future engagement. Finally, Wojcieszak and Price [35] conducted a study on perceived vs. actual disagreement. Their
results show that perceived disagreement has strong effects
on satisfaction or future participation, whereas objective
disagreement does not. Their results also confirm previous
research on the negative effects of high disagreement on
satisfaction [38] and future engagement [31].
Existing Deliberation Platforms
HCI works on online deliberation usually focus on platforms
and unique features implemented by each of these. No prior
work published in HCI venues has investigated the effect of
moderation and opinion heterogeneity on the online deliberation experience.
Macintosh [24] defines three types of deliberation platforms: informative, consultative and participative. Informative platforms are platforms used by governments to produce
and deliver information for use by citizens. Consultative platforms add a way for citizens to provide feedback on materials
received. Participative platforms allow citizens to actively
engage in defining the process and content of policy-making.
Our work falls in this last category, which enables users to actively collaborate with each other, and discuss public issues.
Our review does not cover aggregation platforms that aim
at presenting different opinions and help users locate their
own on the spectrum of opinions as well as reflect and refine
their opinions, such as Opinion Space [9], ConsiderIt [19],
Reflect [20], and Poli [30].
Our platform builds from existing collaborative platforms.
MIT Deliberatorium [18] takes users’ input in the form of a
deliberation map, a tree-structured network of posts representing a single issue, idea, or pro/con argument. It is based
on the Issue-Based Information System (IBIS) model of informal argumentation. Arrangement of posts is based on topic,
as opposed to time as seen on regular forums. We used a
similar hierarchical representation of discussion to make it
easier to follow conversations.
Another early example of collaborative online deliberation
was the Virtual Agora project [26]. Inspired by Deliberative
Polls [11], the system allowed participants to share webbased information and discuss using audio both in real-time
and asynchronously. The Virtual Agora [26] project was able
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to enhance the salience of citizen identity, which in turn is
correlated with higher political engagement. PICOLA was
a two-phase experiment regarding online citizen deliberation [3]. Phase I of the study compared real-time online
deliberation to face-to-face deliberation and the additional
phase II explored the effects of asynchronous deliberations.
PICOLA came with an education phase for participants (implemented through an online reading room), a discussion
phase (using a real-time online interaction), and a reflection phase (where participants could continue discussions
through asynchronous online forum and surveys). The results of the deliberation session of PICOLA were however
not formally published. Finally, Deme enabled collaborative
drafting, focused discussion and decision making [5]. Designed for small group interaction, it features meeting rooms
where members could self-organize deliberative sessions.
Compared to aggregation platforms, our system offers an
online space for citizens to discuss and deliberate. We followed a similar process to PICOLA with an education phase,
to mitigate potential lack of knowledgge of our participants
on the discussion topics, and used a hierarchical structure of
discussion roughly similar to MIT Deliberatorium [18].
Civic Tech in Asia
Civic Tech has been rising in Asia during the last few years.
For example, Factful [16] is a platform that allows taxpayers
to participate in the discussion of South Korea’s government budget. The platform allows users to read about budget
planning and proposes news article and other sources. This
allows participants to understand the government choices,
and be more critical while checking for facts. Similarly, BudgetMap [17] is an issue-driven visualization platform that
allows taxpayers to explore and tag the links between budget
and social issues and was deployed in Seoul. Finally, vTaiwan [14] is an open consultation process that brings citizens
and government together in online and offline spaces, to deliberate and reach rough consensus on national issues, and
to craft national digital legislation. Our online deliberation
experiment is one of the many efforts ongoing in the Asian
Civic Tech scene.
Hypotheses
From the previous work, we hypothesize that both moderation and opinion heterogeneity will have significant impacts
on deliberation outcomes, such as participants’ perception
of their deliberation experience. However, due to the mixed
findings from previous research, we are not able to make
directional hypotheses.
H1: Different levels of moderation will lead to different
levels of perceived procedural fairness, perceived validity
claim, and perceived policy legitimacy.
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H2: Different levels of opinion heterogeneity will lead to
different levels of perceived procedural fairness, perceived
validity claim, and perceived policy legitimacy.
3 PROCESS AND PLATFORM
We developed our own platform which allowed us to run
our experiment. We will first discuss some of the challenges
for running an online deliberation study and how the whole
process was carried out, then we will present our platform
and how the platform supports our process. Finally, we will
explain our participants sampling strategy.
Challenges
When we started the project, we faced two issues, highlighted
by previous literature: (a) lack of knowledge of the issue discussed and (b) representativeness of the sample chosen for
the study. Lack of knowledge may lead to ill-informed opinions, which usually have low value for policy making [11].
Lack of representativeness could undermine the potential
acceptability of decisions made through deliberation to the
whole society.
Lack of Knowledge. We addressed the lack of knowledge by
running an early education phase. During that phase, a team
of policy researchers, in consultation with the government
agency in charge of policies related to population (our focus
for this study). The material produced explained each of the
sub-issues, with numbers and sources, in a slideshow format,
which was easy to read. These slides focused on numbers, and
we were careful about trying not to express official opinions,
in order to avoid potential biases. We pre-tested the sets of
slides for each issue with small groups of participants. The
material was then inserted in the platform. Participants had
to review the material at least once and were free to review
as many times as they wanted.
Representativeness. Another recurring challenge for online
deliberation is the potential lack of representativeness of the
participants pool [7]. Most of these projects sampled participants on a voluntary basis. This leads to participants being
potentially more engaged, and more tech-savy, excluding
populations such as elderly or people with a low technology
proficiency.
We addressed this issue by working with an online panel
provider during the recruitment phase. This provider had
access to a panel of over 20,000 Singaporean citizens. We
set our demographic quotas to match the latest census data
and monitored the sampling closely. We manually corrected
under-representation of given groups by sending e-mails to
individuals of said groups. As the deliberation phase lasted
for three-weeks, we expected some drop-out. Drop-out in itself is not an issue, unless only specific groups keep dropping
out, by lack of time or resources.
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To mitigate this issue, we provided incentives to sustain
participation, especially for lower-income brackets. Participants were thus compensated 50 SGD (37 USD) for taking
part in the online deliberation phase. They could also earn up
to 30 additional SGD (22 USD) depending on their participation (for posting, reading, reacting). While our original sample of 2,006 participants taking part in the pre-deliberation
survey was overall representative of Singapore population
on gender, ethnicity, housing, age, education and income criterion, we could not achieve a perfect representativeness for
ou sample of 510 participants taking part in the deliberation
and reflection phase.
Deliberation Phases
The study ran in three different phases: (1) recruitment/predeliberation phase, (2) deliberation phase, (3) reflection/postdeliberation phase.
Pre-deliberation Phase. During this phase, we recruited
2,006 participants (see Representativeness for more information). Participants were invited to fill our pre-deliberation
survey, which contained 40 close-ended questions about current policies regarding population. At the end of the survey,
participants were asked if they wanted to join the deliberation. We sent an invitation to all participants from the
respondents who were willing to join the deliberation. This
phase lasted for one month.
We used the answers from the pre-deliberation survey to
group our participants into the three levels of opinion heterogeneity as explained in the Independent Variable subsection
of the next section.
Deliberation Phase. During this three-weeks phase, participants were invited to join our platform. Upon logging
for the first time, participants were shown a video detailing
the features of the platform and how to use it. Note that
participants were identified with a unique numerical ID on
the platform, and no identifying information were published
for privacy reasons.
Each week, citizens were invited to discuss one of the
three sub-issues (fertility, foreign workforce, integration of
new citizens). Before proceeding to the discussion itself, participants would have to go through the education material
for each sub-issue. Discussion would start with the title, and
a brief, carefully crafted opening message from the admins.
Administrators and moderators would not post any additional message throughout the process. At the end of each
discussion, an online poll was set up based on moderators’
reading of opinions/suggestions that emerged during the
discussion. Participants were reminded to answer the poll
before proceeding to the next sub-issue.
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Figure 2: Example of educational slide used for the sub-issue
of Social Integration and New Citizens. This slide highlights
the aging population issues, with less citizens entering the
workforce and more exiting it by 2030. Each sub-issue came
with a set of slides with data presented in a simple way.
Figure 1: Basic discussion interface. The discussion is structured as a tree, users can either expand or shrink nodes by
clicking on the "+/-" button.

Post-deliberation Phase. During this one-month phase, participants were asked to fill a post-deliberation survey. This
survey essentially contained the same questions related to
existing policies in Singapore, plus additional questions on
their perception of their online deliberation experience. Additionally, we asked some questions related to their experience
with the platform.
We specifically used the post-deliberation survey to measure our three dependent variables: (1) perceived procedural
fairness, (2) perceived validity claim and (3) perceived policy legitimacy. The dependent variables are described in the
subsection Dependent Variables of the next section.
Platform
Implementation. The platform was developed based on
Vanilla Forums1 , an open source forum platform. The core
of the platform is written in PHP, and data were stored in
a MySQL database. Since Vanilla Forums supports multiple
plugins, we did tweak or develop new plugins to fit our needs.
More advanced features were developed using JavaScript
libraries. We used Underscore.js, Vis.js and JQuery for the
video display and graph creation/visualization tools. The
whole source code of our platform is available online at the
following address: http://onlinedeliberation.org/about. An
example of a discussion can be seen on Figure 1.
1 https://vanillaforums.org/
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Educational Slides & Quiz. Inspired by PICOLA [3], the
platform featured an educational phase at the beginning
of each sub-issue discussion. This phase consisted of a set
of interactive PowerPoint slides (Figure 2) where each user
would read through multiple educational slides and some selfpaced interactive quiz that prompt citizen users to furnish
their opinions about the issue. The user was given the option
of re-watching the slides and re-taking the quiz as many
times as they wanted, to encourage deeper engagement with
the learning material.
Deliberation Graph. Our platform also incorporated a deliberation graph (see Figure 3), a mind map of salient posts
(posted within a specific discussion) organized as an abstract
topic model. Inspired in part by the deliberation map from
MIT deliberatorium [18], the Deliberation Graph acts as a
visual summary of an ongoing discussion. But unlike the
deliberatorium, the Deliberation Graph does not allow users
to structure or populate the graph, and is instead operated
by the moderator (for high moderation instances) who can
use it to organize ongoing discussion along topic-hierarchies
that they deem fit. For low-moderation instances, the graph
contains all the posts with their hierarchical relations and is
automatically generated. This flexibility with re-organization
of arguments helps to further counteract the common knowledge problem, namely the tendency of groups to focus on the
knowledge held by the majority and discount information
held by the minority [18]. The deliberation graph allowed for
drawing shapes and directed connectors (each with changeable color and size attributes). Once the moderator modifies
the graph on a specific instance, changes are auto-saved and
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rendered instantly on the forum page for all users on the
same instance. Figure 3 shows an example of such a graph.
As a normal user, the graph allows zooming in and out on
the graph and navigating from a node to a post that it refers
to. This mapping from node to post allows the moderator
to frame posts in interesting and thought provoking ways
without having to quote them verbatim.
IBIS based color coding of posts . With the platform, we
were also interested in providing argumentation support for
users. However, we did not want to make the experience of
posting arguments counter-intuitive as is the case with MIT
deliberatorium [18]. We wanted to retain the normal timewise sequential interface of traditional forums, but include
interface element that could be used to organize posts based
on the IBIS model of informal argumentation. In terms of
implementation, this meant the user was given a choice of
categorizing each of their posts into either an issue, idea,
agreement (pro argument) or disagreement (con argument).
A post belonged to each of these categories would have its
own color code when displayed on the forum interface. To
further situate the IBIS structure, we used a nested style of
indentation for posts, so that a reply to a post would appear
at a level nested under the original post. This way a user who
has raised an issue or idea can have other users contribute
pros and cons arguments under their post, offering the ability
to have more focused discussions.
Gamification. We implemented both point systems and
rewards in the platform. As discussed in the design process
section, on top of the baseline reimbursement, an additional
discretionary reward was made available based on the level
of user’s participation during the deliberation. The user can
accrue participation points, by both submitting posts and by
engaging with others’ posts: 5 points gained by poster for

Figure 3: Details of a deliberation graph generated to facilitate the discussion. Suggestions appear in boxes with a
blue background, negative points in red and positive ones
in green.
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every instance of their post getting ’liked’, 5 points lost by
poster for every instance of their post getting ’disliked’, 5
points gained by Replying to posts, 2 points gained through
liking/disliking another’s post, 1 point gained for every instance of reading or viewing another’s post. The point system
was tied to 3 milestone levels of participation, with each level
unlocking additional monetary reward. These milestones
were capped at 1000, 2000 and 3000, with a commensurate
reimbursement of 10SGD, 20SGD and 30SGD respectively.
We did not implement additional feature or content unlocking with these milestone levels, because this can lead to
conflict with one of the core principles of deliberation namely
accessible reasons [12] (p.144). This principle requires that
the reasons and content used while deliberating should be
accessible to all citizens. Additionally, the use of social currency based incentives can lead to online hierarchy which
impedes equal participation [29]. Keeping this in mind, we
decided to not implement a leader board, although the individual participants’ particulars were still made publically
visible on the user’s profile page.
4 ONLINE DELIBERATION EXPERIMENT
In this experiment, we consider the effect of moderation (2
levels) and opinion heterogeneity (3 levels) on the perceived
deliberation experience. We rely on a between-subject design, and therefore split our participants into six different
instances of our platform.
Participants and Procedure
We sent out an invitation to respondents from our pre-survey
who consented to join the platform. Prospective participants
would receive an email containing a unique link to one of the
six instances of the platform they were assigned to. Among
the 1200+ invitations we sent out, 510 participants logged
into our platform at least once. Among these 510 citizen
users, 56% were male; 86% were ethnical Chinese; 55% of
people aged between 21 to 39 years old; 58% had a university
or high degree: and 57% had a household monthly income
below 10,000 SGD. Compared to the general population, our
participants tended to be male, Chinese, younger, better educated and having higher income. A comparison between
our participants and the singaporean population is shown
in Table 1.
Following the pre-deliberation survey, during which participants provided their opinion on current policies, participants were assigned to one of our six instances (one per
heterogeneity × moderation combination). The deliberation
phase was described in the Process and Platform section.
Each week, participants were invited to discuss one of the
sub-issues, in that order:
(1) Singapore’s Low Birthrate
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Table 1: Population comparison between our participants
and the singaporean population. Data computed and
aggregated from https://www.singstat.gov.sg/-/media/files/
publications/reference/yearbook_2018/yos2018.pdf.

Criterion Participants
Male
56%
86%
Chinese
Age 20-39
55%
University
58%
Degree
Income
57%
<S$ 10,000

SG Population
49%
74.4%
28.4%
30.7%
63.4%

(2) Foreign Domestic Workforce
(3) Integration of New Citizens
After the deliberation, participants would answer a postdeliberation survey, in which we assessed the procedural
fairness, validity claim and policy legitimacy as described in
the Dependent Variables subsection.
Independent Variables
We considered two independent variables: moderation and
opinion heterogeneity.
Moderation. We differentiated two levels of moderation,
namely, low and high. There are significant differences in
terms of amount of human moderator’s work. In the low
moderation conditions, moderators were instructed to keep
the basic order of the discussion, such as posting the initial
posts, removing duplicates and hiding offensive posts. In the
high moderation conditions, moderators have to do much
more work: firstly, moderators greeted every participant with
a welcome message that links to the help page which specifies
discussion rules, when the participant posted the first post.
Secondly, moderators for the high moderation condition
were in charge of generating and updating a deliberation
graph that highlights good contributions and put them into a
thought map at a daily frequency. An automated deliberation
map was also available for the low moderation conditions,
which means all posts will automatically enter a network
map without any moderator’s interference. Last but not least,
moderators in the high moderation conditions were also
managing inappropriate posts. In fact, the only two instances
in which we had to temporarily ban users both happened in
high moderation conditions.
To summarize, the role of the moderator in the high moderation condition covers the two roles highlighted by Epstein
and Leshd [8] in addition to updating the deliberation graph
daily. In the low moderation condition, moderators would
strictly stick to basic order keeping without directly interacting with the users. Users were aware of the presence of the
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Table 2: Group Composition for the Heterogeneity independent variable.

Heterogeneity Level
Low-Agree
Low-Disagree
High-Mixed

1
3

Group Composition
1
2
3 agree, 3 neutral
1
2
3 neutral, 3 disagree
1
agree, 3 neutral, 13 disagree

moderators by seeing moderators’ posts such as the initial
posts, and seeing messages such as "this post was hidden by
a moderator" for hidden posts.
Four moderators were involved in moderating the discussions. A 7-page moderation guide (available as supplementary material) was developed to provide standard instructions, including technical details, strategies to take when
certain situations emerge, and templates to use for greeting,
warning, banning users. All moderators had to go through
multiple rounds of training to ensure that they understand
the moderation instructions fully. All four moderators are
communication scholars with at least a master degree in the
major. Three moderators who moderated the high moderation conditions rotated every week during the three-weeks
discussion, to avoid conditions being confounded with moderators. Moderators in the high moderation conditions spent
at least two hours a day to complete the moderation tasks.
Thanks to the low workload, one moderator was tasked to
moderate all low moderation conditions, to ensure the consistency among conditions.
Opinion Heterogeneity. To create our three groups of different opinion heterogeneity, we proceeded in two steps. First,
we generated a tripartite grouping based on the heterogeneity in group members’ opinions towards policy positions,
measured in the pre-deliberation survey. The participants
were first ranked on their level of agreement with policy
positions (averaged across all three deliberation issues) and
separated into 3 equal parts. The first tertile of this partition
was assigned a classification of Disagree (agreement score
≤ 2.67
5 ), second tertile a classification of Neutral (agreement
score of 35 or 3.33
5 ) and the third quintile a classification of
Agree (agreement score ≥ 3.67
5 ).
Second, we randomly selected the 23 of the "Agree" users and
1
3 of the "Neutral" users to create the Low HeterogeneityAgree condition. We repeated this process for the Low Heterogeneity-Disagree condition. The remaining users ( 13 of each
original pool) was grouped as High Heterogeneity-Mixed.
Table 2 summarizes how the groups were created. We will
refer to each group according to their heterogeneity and
opinion level. As such, our three levels for heterogeneity are:
Low-Mainly Agree (L-A), Low-Mainly Disagree (L-D),
High-Mixed (H-M).
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Dependent Variables
We measured three dependent variables, all related to their
overall experience of deliberation.
Perceived policy legitimacy. This variable assessed participants’ overall approval of the incorporation of deliberation in
policymaking regarding population policies. It was measured
by four items: (a) I feel it is right for citizens to deliberate
on taking action to control Singapore’s population; (b) I feel
citizen deliberation make just decisions to control Singapore’s population; (c) I feel citizen deliberation can generate
population policies that are worth of my support; and (d)
I feel citizen deliberation can generate population policies
that are likely to work. A 5-point Likert scale was used (1 =
strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree) for all the questions. Results of principal component analysis indicated that the four
items loaded on one factor (Eigenvalue = 2.75, factor loadings between .78 and .89) and therefore, the four items were
averaged to form one overall measure (Cronbach’s α = .85,
M = 3.73, SD = .66).
Perceived procedural fairness. We used a four-item measure
in the post-deliberation survey to measure perceived procedural fairness. Building on prior studies on perceived speech
conditions [4, 38, 39], we asked participants how much they
agree about these statements: (a) I had full capacity to freely
raise questions about the population policies during the discussions; (b) I feel all of us had equal opportunities to express
our opinions on the population issues during the discussions;
(c) There was good balance in whose opinion about the population issues is being heard during the discussions; (d) I
feel the people I discussed with gave a fair consideration
to what I thought about the population issues. The same
5-point Likert scales were used. Results of principal component analysis indicated that the four items loaded on one
factor (Eigenvalue = 2.90, factor loadings between .83 and
.86) and therefore, the four items were averaged to form one
overall measure (Cronbach’s α = .87, M = 2.31, SD = .99).
Perceived validity claim. Four validity items were used
to measure this concept [4]: (a) I think I understand fellow
discussants’ points about the population issues; (b) I think
fellow discussants’ discussions about the population issues
were based on accurate facts; (c) I think fellow discussants
communicated their arguments on the population issues
in an appropriate way; and (d) I think fellow discussants
expressed their sincere intentions to communicate with me
on the population issues. The same 5-point Likert scales were
used. All items loaded on one factor (Eigenvalue=2.71, factor
loadings between .79 and .86) and hence they were combined
into one variable (Cronbach’s α = .84, M = 3.68, SD = .64).
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Table 3: Summary of the online deliberation phase in terms
of Posts and Users. A user was considered active if they
logged in at least once on the platform. L-A stands for
Low Heterogeneity-Agree, H-M for High-Mixed and L-D fow
Low-Disagree.

Moderation
High
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Total

Heterogeneity
L-A
H-M
L-D
L-A
H-M
L-D
-

Posts
453
893
1324
529
2162
1147
6508

Active Users
74
90
90
71
94
91
510

Data Analysis
We ran a 2 × 3 between-subject study to empirically test
the effects of Moderation {Low, High} and Opinion Heterogeneity { Low-Mainly Agree, Low-Mainly Disagree, HighMixed} on three dependent variables that measure participants’ perceive experience with online deliberation. We then
performed a series of two-way ANCOVAs to analyze the
effects of moderation and opinion heterogeneity.
Covariates
We ran a series of two-way ANOVAs with moderation and
opinion heterogeneity as the two factors and with age, gender, ethnicity, education, housing type, and household income as dependent variables. Only gender, ethnicity, and
education showed some significant differences across heterogeneity conditions. We decided to include these three
variables as covariates in our main analyses.
Online Activity Data
We recorded a variety of online activies of our participants.
On average, each citizen user logged into our platform 11
times (range = 138; SD = 17), liked 42 posts (range = 1087;
SD = 125), and disliked 2 posts (range = 28; SD = 15). Each
of them posted an average of 12 posts (range = 305; SD = 36)
and viewed 84 posts (range = 1846; SD = 218). They clicked,
on average, at least once the node in the deliberation graph
(including both single clicks and double clicks; range = 41;
SD = 3). Citizen users viewed our educational slides for an
average of 1.43 times (range = 10; SD = 1). They accumulated
an average of 590 points (range = 12505; SD = 1517) through
their platform activities. Table 3 shows a summary of the
posting activity by instances and conditions.
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Figure 4: Perceived policy legitimacy, validity claim and procedural fairness across moderation conditions. Error bars
represent .95 confidence intervals.

Results
Moderation. For the three dependent variables that gauge
participants’ perceptions about the online deliberation experience, both moderation and opinion heterogeneity made
significant differences. Moderation had significant impacts
on perception of validity claim (F 1,437 = 4.96, p < .05, partial
η 2 = .011), perceived legitimacy of deliberation as a way of
making population policies (F 1,437 = 5.51, p < .05, partial
η 2 = .010), and a marginally significant effect perception of
procedural fairness (F 1,437 = 3.08, p < .1, partial η 2 = .007).
Specifically, a consistent finding emerged: low moderation
groups consistently had higher perception ratings than high
moderation groups, as illustrated in Figure 4. H1 is supported.
Opinion Heterogeneity. Opinion heterogeneity also had
significant impacts on perception of procedural fairness
(F 2,437 = 6.97, p < .01, partial η 2 = .031), perception of
validity claim (F 2,437 = 7.19, p < .01, partial η 2 = .032), and
perception of policy legitimacy (F 2,437 = 7.67, p < .01, partial
η 2 = .034).
Specifically, a consistent finding emerged with respect to
perceptions of policy legitimacy and validity claim: the LD group members perceived the lowest level of procedural
fairness compared (policy legitimacy: M = 3.54
5 and validity
claim: M = 3.5
)
to
the
L-A
(policy
legitimacy:
M = 3.84
5
5 ,p <
3.79
.001; validity claim: M = 5 , p < .001) and H-M (policy le3.7
gitimacy: M = 3.77
5 , p < .01; validity claim: M = 5 , p < .01)
group members. No significant differences were seen between the H-M and L-A group on these two measures.
The pattern is slightly different in perceptions of procedural
fairness: participants in the L-A group perceived the highest
level of procedural fairness (M = 3.85
5 ) compared to those in
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Figure 5: Perceived policy legitimacy, validity claim and procedural fairness across opinion heterogeneity conditions.
Error bars represent .95 confidence intervals.
3.55
the H-M (M = 3.69
5 , p < .05) and L-D (M = 5 , p < .001)
groups. We did not observe any significant difference between the L-D and H-M groups on this measure. The patterns
can be seen in Figure 5. H2 is supported.

Interactions. We did not find any interaction effects between moderation and opinion heterogeneity (policy legitimacy: p = .228, validity claim: p = .582, procedural fairness:
p = .221).
5 DISCUSSION AND GUIDELINES
We discuss the implications of our results for online deliberation, and provide guidelines to conduct future studies in
the field.
Challenges for Online Deliberation
Use Educational Material. Regarding the lack of knowledge
problem, we designed educational slides for both using the
platform and each sub-issue. Most participants did consult
the slides more than once, and a majority of our participants
(72%) also found that "the educational slides were helpful".
Our participants’ interest in educational slides suggest that
future online deliberation works could benefit from applying
a similar process. It would also be interesting to quantify to
which extent participants did learn from the slides, and how
this might have impacted their opinions on issues.
Oversample Underrepresented Populations. Our second challenge was representativeness. While we did start with a participant pool representative of Singapore’s population in the
pre-deliberation survey, we could not keep that representativeness. We did still achieve a better representativeness
compared to previous works based on voluntary participation. Achieving representativeness in online deliberation
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requires a lot of work in view of the technological barriers to
some groups of the population (e.g., the elderly). To compensate for the attrition of less tech-savvy and older participants
after the pre-deliberation survey, researchers may want to
oversample participants of these underrepresented groups
and match their numbers to the population quota after the
initial survey.
Keep Moderation to Low Levels
Moderation had an impact on participants’ perception of the
deliberation experiment. Lower levels of moderation leads
to better perception of validity claim, perceived legitimacy
of deliberation for policy making, and suggests that it may
also affect procedural fairness. Previous work also showed
that lower levels of moderation could increase participation, in terms of number of posts [25], but higher levels of
moderation lead to self-censorship [36] and exclude underrepresented populations from the deliberation process [33].
Given all these negative effects on discussion and perception
of the deliberation process, we would argue to keep moderation to a strict minimum, in which moderators are simply
required to prevent participants from resorting to insult or
inappropriate behavior.
Low Opinion Heterogeneity is Good?
While statistical analyses suggests an effect of different heterogeneity levels on all three dependent variables, the trend
that seems to emerge is that the instances of the platform
where participants tended to agree (L-A) with current policies had a better perception of the deliberation process. But
does it mean that low opinion heterogeneity is good? We
would argue for the opposite: high opinion heterogeneity
is not that bad. If citizens already all agree/disagree to a
policy, there is no need for deliberation. Our findings show
that at least H-M is better than L-D. In fact, H-M showed no
differences compared to L-A in two out of three outcomes,
policy legitimacy and validity claim. We would thus advocate to create groups of high heterogeneity with all kinds of
opinions mixed, which should not only justify the need for
deliberation but also reduce any evaluation of deliberation
biased by one’s agreement or disagreement to the policies.
Implications for Online Discussion in General
Our results are in line with past works on moderation (see
above) which generally suggest to keep moderation to the
minimum. For instance, Towne and Herbsle [32] pointed out
the importance of keeping at least some moderation to avoid
trolling and flame wars. In order to keep the basic order of
discussions, moderation should also be quick. But having a
moderator working all the time on the platform is not always
possible. A solution is to use crowdsourced moderation [21],
randomly assigning users the task to remove/hide offensive
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posts, which may act as a complement or replacement for
centralized moderation. However, this raises new challenges,
such as small organized groups being able to moderate posts
going against their ideas.
Online Deliberation in Singapore
This work is the first of its kind done in Singapore. Because
of the unique political context, the high moderation level
could also trigger some mistrust or defiance towards the
online deliberation process. In a few isolated cases, some
participants reacted very negatively to the presence of a
moderator, but apart from these cases, we did not observe
many negative reactions and/or signs or mistrust.
As shown by the results, the participants gave positive
scores to all three of our dependent variables ( 3.5
5 and above).
In other questions of the post-deliberation survey, participants also reported "enjoying the discussions" (66.4%) and
found that the "discussions were interesting" (69.8%). The
overall positive feedback on the experience suggests that
there is space to conduct more of these studies in Singapore,
giving citizens the opportunities to discuss online and provide input for local policy-makers. As one of the participant
reported: "I enjoyed very much my participation in this online
deliberation and hope there will be more such activity/events
organized. Perhaps, on other topics that concern Singapore as
well, not just on Singapore’s population issues".
Limitations
In our study, we used monetary incentives, as a way to address the representativeness issue [7]. Not providing incentives for a three-week long experiment would have meant
excluding elderly, lower income and less tech-savvy people,
as they tend to be the ones who are short of resources to
support their participation in online deliberation. Another
possible effect of not providing financial incentives would
be that people with strong opinions regarding the discussion
topic would join voluntarily, while those with mild opinions
would not care enough to participate. This possible effect
would render our experimental design futile, as we would not
be able to attract enough participants with neutral opinions.
We acknowledge this limitation of our work, as voluntary
participants are different from those who are motivated by
extrinsic factors such as financial incentives.
6 CONCLUSION
We introduced our own open-source platform, which we
built based on design recommendations from previous works.
During the deliberation phase, we evaluated how moderation
and opinion heterogeneity may impact users’ overall experience of deliberation. We found that higher levels of moderation may degrade the overall experience. We also found
that opinion heterogeneity seems to be strongly linked to the
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perceptions of the participants, and therefore suggest to use
high heterogeneity with mixed opinion in order to avoid any
perception bias, positive or negative, based on one’s existing
opinions on the policies. In terms of the Singapore context,
our results suggest that despite of the unique political setting,
participants were overall satisfied with their experience, and
would be likely to support future deliberation practices like
such.
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